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TECHNICAL NOTE 3238

REVIEW OF INFORMATION ON INDUCED FLOW OF A HIYl?INGROTOR

~ Alfred Gessow

SUMMARY

A brief review of the available information relating to induced
flow of a lifting rotor is presented. The available material is summa-
rized in a table as to flight condition, type of information, source, “
and the reference papers in which the data can be found. Some representa-
tive aspects of some of the reference material are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

A lmowledge of the inflow distribution through and about a lifting
rotor is required in almost all fields of helicopter analysis. Precise,
detailed information on the subject is meager, however, because of the
rather formidable difficulties involved in measuring or calculating rotor
downwash accurately. Fortunately, a superficial estimate of the inflow
distribution has proven adequate for many types of helicopter analyses
and a fair amount of general information, both theoretical ad experimen-
tal, is available on the subject. In view of the stimulation of interest
in rotor induced flow brought about by the current emphasis on loads,
stability and control, and the expanded use of multtiotor configurations,
it is considered desirable to review such information.
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thrust coefficient, T

tiR2P(QR)2

radial M@ance to blade element, ft

blade radius, ft

rotor thrust, lb

induced inflow velocity at rotor, always positive, fps

true aixspeed of helicopter along flight path, fps or mph
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vertical distance from plsme
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rotor angle of attack; angle
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to rotor shaft, positive
.,

between projection in plane of symmetry
of axis of no feathering and line perpendicular to flight path,
positive when axis is pointing rearward, radians

downwash angle induced by rotor, radians

tip-speed ratio, v Cos w
SIR

mass density of ah, slugs/cu ft

rotor angular velocity, radians/see

Slibscript:

HOV hovering
II

OUIILINE OF JNIWMATIDN

The available material on rotor induced flow is summsrized in table I
as to fL@ht condition, type of information, source, and the reference
papers (see refs. 1 to 28) in which the data can be found. The flight
conditions covered in the table are hovering, vertical ascent and descent,
low-speed forward flight, and cruise and high-speed forward fMght. A
study of the information presented in the table shows that the inflow
problem has been attacked theoreticaUy, as well as by wind-tunnel tests
on small- and large-scale modelE, by helicopter tower tests, and by f@ht
tests on actual production helicopters. The experimental,data consist
of measurements of the magnitude and distribution of the rotor inflow,
as well as flow-visualizationdata using smoke and baMa-dust techniques.
It shouldbe understood that both theory and experiment yield only time
averages of the 5nflow at a particular spot in or abut the rotor.

DISCLESION

In this discmsion, no attempt wiUbe made to discuss in detail
the available references listed in table I. Instead, some representative
results of a few of the references will be touched upon in order to
i12u.trate the state of knowledge of the rotor inflow field.
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Hovering

The hovering condition has been rather well explored, both experi-
mentally and theoretically. Flow-visualization tests indicate that,
above the rotor, the incoming air that is drawn toward the rotor has
horizontal as well as vertical components and becctmespart of a primarily
vertical.slipstream only after passing through the rotor. If the rotor
is operating outside of the ground-effect region, the slipstream contracts
and reaches its mcdmum velocity well within 1 radius below the rotor
plane. In the outer few percent of the blade radius (or “tip loss”
region), there is no well-defined slipstream above or below the rotor.
Instead, there is a series of small vortices starting at the blade tip
and continuing below the rotor that serve as a bounda~ between the
slipstream beneath the rotor and the air outside of it.

In addition to flow-visualization studies, information exists as to
the magnitude of the induced-velocity distribution across.the rotor tisk
in hovering. The results of one such study (ref. 3) ae shqwn in fig-
ure 1, which compares the 5nduced velocity, as measured in flight, with
that estimated by blade-element—momentum theory (ref. 1). Except for
the tip-loss region, the agreement is seen to be quite good. Actually,
the good agreement as to msgnitude snd distribution between theory and
experwnt should be regarded as a fortunate occurrence wherein very
simple concepts give reasonable overall answers to a problem which in
reality involves a complex flow state. Although shilar data are lacking
in vertical climb, it is expected that the theory should be as good as
it is in hovering.

Vertical.

The available information

Ascent and Descent

regarding the vertical-flight region is
sums.rized in figure 2, which shows the variation in rotor induced veloc-
ity with climb and descent velocity, alJ velocities being made noniUmen-
sional by dividing by the induced velocity in hoverm. The plot iS thm

independent of M.sk loading and air density. The solid parts of the curve
show the regions of climb and descent velocity wherein momentum theory
(refs. 1 and 8) applies, which, as shown by the representative flow
patterns sketched above the curve, are regions wherein a definite sMp-
stream exists through the rotor. At intermediate rates of descent, simple

momentum concepts become invalid in that a definite slipstream ceases to
exist because of the “canceling” effect of the downwsrd induced velocity
by the upwsrd-coming flight velocity. In this intermediate flight region,
represented by the dashed curve, it is seen from the sketch that there
is a recirculating flow through the rotor in the form of huge vortex
rings; hence, the name “votiex r@” region. At large rates of descent,
corresponding to power-off flight and beyond, the vortex rings me much
smaller and sre localized we~ above the disk.

1
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The dashed curve shown for the vortex-ring state is a composite of
flight and wind-tunnel measurements (refs. 6 and 9 to 14). me most
impotiant part of this region Lies at the lower rates of descent between
about MO and 1,000 ft/min, where it can be seen that the slope of the
curve is unstable; that is, the induced velocity increases at a faster
rate than does the descent velocity. At fixed pitch, this results in a
reduction in thrust with increased descent velocity. This type of insta- ‘
bility is a contribtihg factor toward the well-lmown trotiles that
pilots experience when attempting to maintain steady flight h this region
(refs. land 15). ‘Tests (ref. 16) have also shown that helicopter tail
rotors may -o run into this region of instability when the helicopter
is experiencing certain rates of yaw.

Low-Speed Forward Flight

Another f~ght regime in which rotor inflow is the source of vsri-
ous trotiles is the transition region in low-speed forward flight. In
this region, which efiend.sfrom about 15 to w mph, helicopters typically
experience an increase in rotor-blade stress snd vibration. The mechanism
which gives rise to some of these troubles is not very weKL understood,
but preswnsbly the troubles are due to the fact that the flow changes

e

from a verbical slipstream in hovering to an essentially horizontal flow
pattern in forward f~ght. Certain general aspects of the wake behavior
in this speed range sre known, however. For exsmple, as the forward
speed increases from hovering, the skew angle of the wake increases, the
mean value of the tiduced velocity decreases, and the longitudinal asym-
metry of the inflow velocity increases.

The variation of skew angle of the wake ~th forward speed, as meas-
ured on the Lmgley helicopter test tower (unpublished),is shown in fig-
ure 3. As illustrated in the sketch, the skew angle is defined as the
angular displacement of the wake from the vertical. It was measured in
the region of maxhum wake velocity. The data sxe compared with theory,
represented by the solid Mne in the figure, and it can be seen that the
agreement is fairly good.

The variation of the mean value of the induced velocity with for-
wsrd speed, also obtained on the Langley helicopter test tower (ref. 22),
is shown in figure 4. Here, too, both the induced and forward-flight
velocities sre expressed nondhensionally. The calculated variation,
shown by the solid line, serves as a pretty good fairing for the data,
except at the upper end of the speed be where the data themselves
become questionable. This upper end of the curve corresponds to veloc-
ities of about 25 to 30 mph for normal disk loadings.

Some idea of the incre=e in the asymnetry of the distribution of {L

wake velocity with forward speed is shown in figure 5. The curves repre-
.

sent unpublished test-tawer measurements of wake velocity plotted against ,

——
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v
nondimensional blade radi& in both the forwsrd and rearward psrts of
the disk, obtained in the vertical.plane of syrmnetryof the rotor and
several feet below the disk. The location of the horizontal survey plane
of measurements is illustrated on the sketch. It can be seen from the
curves that the inflow velocities over the front psrt of the disk are
smaller thsm those over the rear of the disk, with the mean slope
increasing with forwsrd speed. This variation in inflow velocity from
front to rear of the disk has been qualitativelyknown since the-days
of the early development of rotor theory by Glauert (ref. 18) who showed
that its effect on”rotor performance was nil. Years later, Seibel
(ref. 23), using wind-tunnel gyroplane data, made a quantitative ev@.u,a- -
tion of the variation and showed how this variation, assmd to be hear,
could cause the observed rise in the vibration level of a two-b~e heli-
copter rotor in this region. Theories are available (refs. 18 to 2.1)
that csm predict the approximate location and magnitude of the maxim-m
dissymmetry that occurs in the transition region, but the agreement is
not precise.

Cruise and High+peed l?orwardIlight

At higher speeds, corresponding to the speed for ldDhlRUpOWer and
beyond, the dissymmetry decreases, as does the magnit~ and thus the
importance of the induced velocity. Figure 6 (ref. 2~) illustrates the
variation of the mean inflow angles with forward speed in this higher
speed range. The sokLd curves represent flow angles as measured ti
flight by a yaw vane located on the tail cone of a helicopter fuselage
about 5/8 of a radius behind the center of rotation. As shown on the
sketch, flow angles sre referenced to the plane perpendicular to the
rotor shaft. Measurements were taken at three power conditions and com-
pared with shple momentum theory (assming uniform inflow), represented
by the dashed cwve. It can be seen that the theory gives reasonable
answers over most of the flight range and can be used, for example, in
designing a horizontal tail surface for the helicopter so that it remains
effective over a wide range of steady flight conditions.

An tisight to the induced-velocityvariation across the rotor disk
at several speeds above minimum power is available from British flight
tests (ref. 26)thatused a smoke-visualizationtechnique. A sample of
the smoke-flow pictures obtained during the tests is shown in figure 7.
The plane of the streamlfies is approximately 0.4R on the starboard side
and the he~copter was flying at 53 mph. It can be seen that at this
speed there is a slight upwash in front of the rotor and then an increasing
downwash toward the rear of the disk. The swtrls that show up so clearly
are due to the main-rotor-bladetips cutting through the stresniKnes at
successive intervals. Induced-velocitymagnitudes obtained from photo-
graphs such as these can be regsxded as only approximate, but the results
sxe stiXl of interest.
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An example of the results thus obtained is shown in figure 8, In
which the nondhensional iuduced velocity, measured at three lateral
stations on the disk, is plotted sgainst nondimensional radius. Within
the scatter of the data, it is seen that the velocity increases toward
the rear h an approximately hear f=hion over most of the disk. The
calctited vsriation (ref. 21) shown seems to represent faifly well the
general idea as to what goes on in regard to the inflow.

h connection with the design and behavior of”tandem helicopters,
a lmowledge of the vertical.distribution of downwa$h.some distance behind
a rotor is very destiable. An example of such a distribution is avail-
able from wind-tunnel tests (ref. 28)and is shown in figure 9. The
downwash angle e, expressed in non&Imensional form by ~viding by the

downwash angle at the center line of the rotor Cq#2p2 (as calculated
by “simplemomentum theory), is shown as a function of vertical height
Z/R above and below the rotor huh for an intermediate tip-speed ratio.
The data were obttied at l~radii beldnd the rotor center line at

the three-quarter-radiusposition on the advapchg and retreating sides
of the disk. Calculated values (ref. 20) are represented by the dashed
line and are seen to represent the shape of the measured distribution
pretty well.

The interesting point made by these plots is that, as might be
expected, the vertical distribution of downwash is nonuniform, with the
msximum occurring approately on a line drawn through the rotor hub
and parallel to the flight velocity. The nonuniformity of velocity has
e@lained certain stability and control phenomena that have been observed
with a tandem helicopter. The variation in downwash angle experienced
by the resr rotor of a tandem helicopter, for example, causes changes in
angle-of-attack stability and speed stability with power changes, as
well as contribtiti to a nomewity in sngle-of-attack stability.
Although the data must be considered approximate, it is interesting to
note that, for the case shown, the maximm downwash angle reached is
almost three times the value that wouldbe calculated at the center of
the rotor by simple momentum considerations. Unpublished information
from a &Lfferent series of wind-tunnel tests indicates that the maximum
downwash angles measured in survey planes closer to the rotor disk (at
the trailing edge of the disk, for example) are about twice the value
c&lculated for the center of the rotor.

lZromthis brief
clesx that much work
mentally, before our

CONCLUDING KfMARKS

review of rotor-inflow information, it Is quite
remains to be done, both theoretically &d experi-
understanding of rotor inflow can be said to be

.

*
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. thorough. The problems are defined, but the answers are not quantita- .
tively pinned down in all cases. Enough is tiown about the subject,
however, to be extremely usefti in calculating and explaining various
aspects of rotor behavior.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronauticsj

Langley Field, Vs., June U, 1934.
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TABLE I

SUMMRY OF RO!!X3R-INIIJCELFLLWINFORMATION

IL

b

Type of
information

Solmce Reference Remarks

I Hovering I
TheoIy

~
B1.sde-elemnt-nmentum 1, 2

~
Memitude and distribution

I
Measurements
end Smke Fllght tests 3
flow

Magmitude ad. distribution

Mensurermnts Test tower 2, 4,
unpublished MQ3nitude @ distribution

I Belaa dust and
I

Small scale
SIck3keflow (singleand Comiel) I

5, 6

Applications Performancecalculations 1, 7

Vertical ascent ma descen
I I

I Theory I Mnmturn I 1,8

M?aauremmtq
d Smlcs

6, 9, 10,
SaEiuanrikgescd.e

flow
u-, 12, 13

Distribution

single ad Coaxml

Mean -

Mtu* * distribution

smoke flow Fli@t tests 14 Distribwtlon

Performance 1
Appucations

Stability,+d control 15, 16, 17

Iaw-speed forward fught

Theory vortex 18, 19,
20, a

Test tower 4,22, MS&@t- SMl&L3trlbution
Measurements

unpublished ad flow Sngl.eS

ImlLrect 23

StsbiliQ snd control 17, A+

Appllcstions Vibrations 17, 23

Performa& 17, 22, 25
.

Cruise end high-speedforward flight

Theory mmmxltllmand vortex
17,m, 19,
20,a

I samke flow
I

small-scale ad I 6, 26 I Flow SI@.W +

fught tests distribution I
Lsmge-scds WiIa tunnel 27, 28

Meaaurenants
Flight tests 24

StabiLLtVand control 24
Ap@Acations

Perfommce 1

@@tie and dMtributlon I
Flow SJl@.eS I

_.. ———... .——.—_ ——— .— — .
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TEST-TOWER WAKE-VELOCITY SURVEY
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SMOKE FLOW TESTS IN FORWARD FLIGHT
V. 53 MPH
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VERTICAL SURVEY OF DOWNWASHANGLE AT 1.5RBEHIND
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